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HESSIAN OF THE NATURAL HERMITIAN FORM ON TWISTOR SPACES
by
Guillaume Deschamps, Noe¨l Le Du & Christophe Mourougane
Abstract. — We compute the hessian id′d′′W of the natural Hermitian form W successively on the Calabi
family T(M, g, (I, J,K)) of a hyperka¨hler manifold (M,g, (I, J,K)), on the twistor space T(M, g) of a 4-
dimensional anti-self-dual Riemannian manifold (M, g) and on the twistor space T(M, g,D) of a quaternionic
Ka¨hler manifold (M, g,D). We show a strong convexity property of the cycle space of twistor lines on the
Calabi family T(M, g, (I, J,K)) of a hyperka¨hler manifold. We also prove convexity properties of the 1-cycle
space of the twistor space T(M, g) of a 4-dimensional anti-self-dual Einstein manifold (M, g) of non-positive
scalar curvature and of the 1-cycle space of the twistor space T(M, g,D) of a quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold
(M, g,D) of non-positive scalar curvature. We check that no non-Ka¨hler strong KT manifold occurs as such
a twistor space.
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1. Introduction
The twistor construction is known to provide examples of manifolds endowed with a natural metric
G and a natural almost complex structure J that is sometimes integrable and often non-Ka¨hler (see
section 2 for precise definitions). Our aim is to compute the exterior derivative and the Hessian of the
natural Hermitian form W = G(J·, ·) for different twistor constructions.
We derive, under compactness and non-positive scalar curvature assumption for the base space, a
convexity property for the 1-cycle space C1(T) of the twistor space T, that could be a substitute to the
well known compactness of the cycle space of compact Ka¨hler manifolds.
The classical twistor construction is for anti-self-dual Riemannian 4-manifolds. We can here in full gen-
erality compute the Hessian of the natural Hermitian form (see theorem 4.11). Under extra assumptions
on the base Riemannian manifold, we can study the convexity properties of the cycle space C1(T).
Theorem A. — (corollary 4.13) The hessian id′d′′W of the Hermitian form W on the twistor space
T = T(M, g) of a 4-dimensional Einstein manifold (M, g) with non-positive constant scalar curvature
s is non-negative. If furthermore M is compact, the volume function on the 1-cycle space C1(T) is a
continuous pluri-sub-harmonic exhaustion function.
A similar construction can be made starting with a higher dimensional Riemannian manifold with
quaternionic holonomy. A quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold is an oriented complete 4n-dimensional Rie-
mannian manifold (M, g) whose holonomy group is contained in the product Sp(1)Sp(n) of quaternionic
unitary groups. Such a manifold admits a rank 3 sub-bundle D ⊂ End(TM) invariant by the Levi-
Civita connection of (M, g), locally spanned by a quaternionic triple (I, J,K = IJ = −JI) of almost
complex structures g-orthogonal and compatible with the orientation. One can define the twistor space
π : T = T(M, g,D)→M as the bundle of spheres of radius √2 of D.
In the case of positive scalar curvature, the manifold M is compact and Salamon ([Sal82, theorem
6.1]) showed that its twistor space admits a Ka¨hler-Einstein metric of positive scalar curvature, that
co¨ıncides with the metric G, up to changing the choice for the radius of vertical spheres. In particular, T
is a compact complex manifold with positive first Chern class, that is a Fano manifold. The projection
onto the vertical direction gives a contact structure ([Sal82, theorem 4.3]). By the Ka¨hler property of
T, every component of its cycle space is compact.
In the case of negative scalar curvature, the twistor space is a complex contact uniruled manifold. The
only known compact examples are locally symmetric. We show in this case that the components of the
1-cycle space are pseudo-convex. More precisely, we find the
Theorem B. — (corollary 5.6) The hessian id′d′′W of the Hermitian form W on the twistor space T =
T(M, g,D) of a quaternionic Ka¨hler 4n-manifold (M, g,D) with non-positive constant scalar curvature s
is semi-positive. If furthermore M is compact, the volume function on the 1-cycle space is a continuous
pluri-sub-harmonic exhaustion function.
In the case of zero scalar curvature, the manifold M is in fact locally hyperka¨hler. A hyperka¨hler
manifold is an oriented 4n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) whose holonomy group is contained
in the quaternionic unitary group Sp(n). In other words, a hyperka¨hler manifold is an oriented 4n-
dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) endowed with a quaternionic triple of global g-Ka¨hler complex
structures I, J and K compatible with the orientation. The corresponding pencil of complex structures
f : T = T(M, g,D)→ P1 is called the Calabi family of (M, g,D = (I, J,K)). In this case, we can relate
the non-Ka¨hler feature of T(M, g,D) with the Kodaira-Spencer class of the pencil f .
Theorem C. — (theorem 3.1) Let (θ1, . . . , θ4n) be a local orthonormal frame of TM . For a vertical
vector U ∈ V(m,u),
d′′W(m,u)(U
h,Hθai ,Hθaj ) = −2Ωu(κU (θai ), κU (θaj ))
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where Ωu is the holomorphic symplectic (2, 0)-form on Xu := f
−1(u) and κU is a closed (0, 1)-form
on Xu with values in TXu that represents the Kodaira-Spencer class of the family f at u ∈ P1 in the
direction U .
With second order derivatives, we get a precise control on the volume function for 1-cycles of T
deformations of the twistor lines
Theorem D. — (theorem 3.3) Let (M, g,D = (I, J,K)) be a compact hyperka¨hler manifold. Let C01 (T)
be the component of the Barlet cycle space of T(M, g,D) containing the twistor lines. The map V ol :
C01 (T)→ R is a continuous pluri-sub-harmonic exhaustion function. More precisely,
id′d′′C0
1
(T) V ol(Cs)(~n, J~n) ≥
∫
C′s
‖n′‖2dvol ≥ 0
where C′s is the irreducible component of the cycle Cs that maps onto P
1 by the pencil map f . In
particular, the cycle space C01 (T) is pseudo-convex.
For example, starting with a compact holomorphic symplectic manifold (X,Ω) of complex dimen-
sion 2n and a Ka¨hler class κ, by the theorem of Yau [Yau78] we get a Ricci flat metric g with Sp(n)
holonomy. The corresponding twistor space f : T(X,Ω, κ)→ P1 is called the Calabi family of (X,Ω, κ).
This construction and the component C1(T) of the cycle space were used by Campana to show that in
every Calabi family one member contains a non-constant entire curve [Cam91, Cam92]. This work has
recently been pushed further by Verbitsky [Ver98], to show that every compact holomorphic symplectic
manifold contains a non-constant entire curve, (that is, is not Kobayashi hyperbolic) and by [KLV67]
even further to show that the Kobayashi pseudo metric vanishes for all know examples except if their
Picard number is maximal. We expect that the formula in theorem D. could help to localise rational
curves on compact holomorphic symplectic manifolds.
Complex Hermitian manifolds with id′d′′-closed Hermitian form are called strong Ka¨hler with torsion
(strong KT). Constructing examples often starts with group theoretical considerations [FPS04, FT09].
It could be expected that twistor constructions could also provide interesting examples. We check from
our computations that the vanishing of id′d′′W amounts to that of dW. Hence, no non-Ka¨hler strong
KT space can be constructed with this natural metric on all the considered twistor spaces.
In the text, we first deal in section 3 with hyperka¨hler manifolds, where the pencil map f : T =
T(M, g,D) → P1 hugely simplifies the computations. We then turn in section 4, to the case of 4-
dimensional anti-self-dual Riemannian manifolds, that displays all the important features of this aspect
of twistor geometry. The last section 5 on quaternionic Ka¨hler manifolds parallels the previous one under
the additional Einstein assumption. The section 2 provides the basics on the twistor constructions.
The authors would like to thank Fre´de´ric Campana, Benoˆıt Claudon, Daniel Huybrechts and Misha
Verbitsky for useful discussions and remarks.
2. Preliminaries on twistor constructions
2.1. Constructions on R4. — An endomorphism u of the oriented Euclidean real vector space R4 is
said to respect the orientation if for all vectors X,Y ∈ R4 the 4-tuple (X,uX, Y, uY ) is either linearly
dependent or positively oriented. This will be denoted by u ≫ 0. Examples are given by the following
three orthogonal anti-involutive (hence anti-symmetric) endomorphisms
I =

0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
 , J =

0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
 , K =

0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
 .
The set
F := {u ∈ SO(4), u2 = −Id, u≫ 0}
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of complex structures on R4 that respect the orientation and the Euclidean product (called compatible
complex structures) identifies with the sphere {u = aI + bJ + cK/(a, b, c) ∈ S2} ≃ S2. At a point u ∈ F ,
the tangent space TuF is {A ∈ so(4)/Au + uA = 0} The standard metric g0 on the sphere of radius
√
2
reads on F
g0(A,B) =
1
2
tr(AtB) = −1
2
tr(AB), ∀A,B ∈ TuF.
As the sphere S2, the set F inherits the complex structure of CP 1. More precisely, the complex structure
of TuF reads j ·A = uA as a matrix product.
This identification can be made intrinsic as follows. The Euclidean product on R4 gives an Euclidean
product on the exterior product
∧2
R4. The Hodge star operator splits
∧2
R4 into
∧2
R4 =
∧+⊕∧−.
An anti-symmetric endomorphism A of so(4) identifies with an element φ(A) of
∧2
R4 via
g(φ(A), X ∧ Y ) = g(AX, Y ) ∀X,Y ∈ R4.
For example, if (ej) is an orthonormal basis of R
4, the anti-symmetric endomorphism associated with
ek ∧ el sends ek to el and el to −ek and all other base vector ej to 0. In particular, a compatible complex
structure u identifies with an element φ(u) precisely of the sphere of vectors of
∧+
of norm
√
2. We will
always identify φ(u) with u and
∧2
R4 with so(4).
2.2. Constructions on a Riemannian 4-manifold. — Consider now a 4-dimensional oriented Rie-
mannian manifold (M, g). Its twistor space is the fibre bundle
T(M, g) = T
π

M
of vectors of
∧+
TM =:
∧+
of norm
√
2. Fibre-wise, it identifies with the set of compatible complex
structures on the tangent space of M .
A natural Riemannian metric G and a natural almost-complex structure J are defined on the twistor
space T as follows. The bundle V of vertical directions in TT is the kernel of dπ. Note that its structure
group is SO(3) ⊂ PGL(2,C) so that fibres inherit complex structures and Riemannian metrics. The Levi-
Civita connection ∇g of (M, g) provides us with a bundle H of horizontal directions in TT isomorphic
via dπ with TM , hence endowed with a complex structure and a Riemannian metric. The natural
Riemannian metric G and the natural almost-complex structure J on T are defined so that they co¨ıncide
on the summand of the decomposition
TT = H⊕ V
with the previous structures and the decomposition is made G-orthogonal and invariant by J. The map
π becomes a Riemannian submersion and its fibres are rational curve with Fubini Study metrics. We
will study the natural Hermitian form W = G(J·, ·).
We will use the notation H(X) = Hp(X) to denote the horizontal lift at p ∈ π−1(m) of a vector X
tangent to M at m, and likewise the notation H(V ) to denote the (orthogonal) projection of a vector V
tangent to T onto its horizontal part along the vertical direction.
For a real tangent vector V on T, we will denote by V h := V−iJV2 , V
a := V+iJV2 ∈ TTC its (1, 0) and
(0, 1) parts : JV h = iV h, JV a = −iV a. Moreover, for a real tangent vector X on M , Xh will denote
Xh := π⋆(H(X)h) = 1/2π⋆(HX − iJHX) = 1/2(X − iu(X))
and Xa = π⋆(H(X)a), omitting the dependence on p = (m,u) ∈ π−1(m). Note that by the construction
of J, one has H(X)h = H(Xh) =: HXh and H(X)a = H(Xa) =: HXa.
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2.3. Constructions on a quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold. — Fix an integer n ≥ 1. A quaternionic
Ka¨hler manifold is an oriented complete 4n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) whose holonomy
group is contained in the product Sp(1)Sp(n) of quaternionic unitary groups. In other words, with the
holonomy principle [Bes87], such a manifold admits a rank 3 sub-bundle D ⊂ End(TM) invariant by
the Levi-Civita connection of (M, g), locally spanned by a quaternionic triple (I, J,K = IJ = −JI) of
almost complex structures g-orthogonal and compatible with the orientation. We will use the notation
∇ := ∇(g,D) for the restriction toD of the Levi-Civita connection, and subsequentlyR for the curvature of
this restriction. Berger proved that quaternionic Ka¨hler manifolds are Einstein ([Ber66] see also [Bes87,
theorem 14.39]).
Let (M, g,D) be a quaternionic Ka¨hler 4n-manifold. One can define its twistor space π : T =
T(M, g,D) → M as the bundle of spheres of radius √2 of D. This is a locally trivial bundle over M
with fibre S2 and structure group SO(3). Using the splitting of the tangent bundle TT given by the
Levi-Civita connection of (M, g), the twistor space T can be endowed with a metric G and an almost
complex structure J that is integrable ([Sal82, theorem 4.1],[HKLR87]).
The previous remarks for horizontal lifts and decomposition in types hold.
2.4. Constructions on a hyperka¨hler manifold. — We now describe a special case of the previous
construction. Fix an integer n ≥ 1. Recall that a hyperka¨hler manifold is an oriented 4n-dimensional Rie-
mannian manifold (M, g) whose holonomy group is contained in the quaternionic unitary group Sp(n). In
other words, with the holonomy principle, a hyperka¨hler manifold is an oriented 4n-dimensional Rieman-
nian manifold (M, g) endowed with three global g-orthogonal parallel (hence integrable Ka¨hler) complex
structures I, J and K compatible with the orientation such that IJ = −JI = K. The corresponding
pencil of complex structures f : T = T(M, g,D) → P1 is integrable and called the Calabi family of
(M, g,D = (I, J,K)). Note that for Sp(n) ⊂ SU(2n), each of these complex structure is Ricci-flat.
For example, starting with a compact holomorphic symplectic manifold of complex dimension 2n (i.e.
a compact complex Ka¨hler manifold X with a holomorphic symplectic 2-form Ω, hence of vanishing first
Chern class) and a Ka¨hler class κ, the theorem of Yau [Yau78] gives a unique Ka¨hler metric g in the
Ka¨hler class κ with vanishing Ricci curvature. The form Ω is g-parallel by the Bochner principle, showing
that the holonomy of g is contained in U(2n) ∩ Sp(2n,C) that is the quaternionic unitary group Sp(n),
and that g is a hyperka¨hler metric. The corresponding twistor space f : T(X,Ω, κ)→ P1 is called the
Calabi family of (X,Ω, κ).
T
π

f
// P1 ∋ u
m ∈M
.
The Calabi family is differentiably isomorphic to the product M ×P1, and the horizontal and vertical di-
rections are given by f and π. Note in this case, that the horizontal distribution on T = T(M, g, (I, J,K))
is integrable. In this special case, we choose the Riemannian metric G on T to be the product metric of
g with the spherical metric of radius 1.
The manifold X will be called irreducible holomorphic symplectic if furthermoreX is simply connected
and H0(X,Ω2X) is generated by the holomorphic symplectic 2-form Ω.
3. Calabi families of hyperka¨hler manifolds
We will work in this section on a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, g, (I, J,K)). We will assume that the
holonomy group is exactly Sp(n) so that each Xu := f
−1(u) is an irreducible holomorphic symplectic
manifold [Bea83].
3.1. Computations of dW and d′′W. — We choose a complex coordinate ζ centred at the point
parametrising the complex structure I. The stereographic projection tell us that the complex structure
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J on TT ≃ π⋆TM ⊕ f⋆TP1 is given by
J(m,ζ) =
(
1− |ζ|2
1 + |ζ|2 Im +
i(ζ − ζ)
1 + |ζ|2 Jm +
ζ + ζ
1 + |ζ|2Km, i
)
.
We choose local holomorphic coordinates (z1, · · · zn) on the complex manifold (M, I). Then, the forms
dϕ2i−1 := dz2i−1 − ζdz2i and dϕ2i := dz2i + ζdz2i−1 together with dζ built a basis of the space of forms
of type (1, 0) on T(m,ζ)T⊗ C.
This lead to the following description of the Hermitian form W on T in terms of the closed form
wI , wJ , wK associated with the Ka¨hler structures I, J,K respectively. We choose wP1 to be wP1 =
2 idζ∧dζ(1+|ζ|2)2 of volume 4π as the sphere of radius 1.
W(m,ζ) =
(
1− |ζ|2
1 + |ζ|2wI +
i(ζ − ζ)
1 + |ζ|2 wJ +
ζ + ζ
1 + |ζ|2wK , wP1
)
.
We first compute its exterior derivative
dW =
1
(1 + |ζ|2)2
(
− 2ζwI + i(1 + ζ2)wJ + (1− ζ2)wK
)
∧ dζ
+
1
(1 + |ζ|2)2
(
− 2ζwI − i(1 + ζ2)wJ + (1− ζ2)wK
)
∧ dζ.
To extract its (1, 2) part, simply check from
wI =
i
2
n/2∑
j=1
dz2j−1 ∧ dz2j−1 + dz2j ∧ dz2j
wJ =
1
2
n/2∑
j=1
dz2j−1 ∧ dz2j + dz2j−1 ∧ dz2j
wK =
−i
2
n/2∑
j=1
dz2j−1 ∧ dz2j − dz2j−1 ∧ dz2j
that
dW =
i
(1 + |ζ|2)2
∑
j
dϕ2j−1 ∧ dϕ2j ∧ dζ −
∑
j
dϕ2j−1 ∧ dϕ2j ∧ dζ
 .
Hence,
d′′W =
1
(1 + |ζ|2)2
(
− 2ζwI + i(1 + ζ2)wJ + (1− ζ2)wK
)
∧ dζ.
3.2. Kodaira-Spencer map and Ka¨hler property. — The main drawback with the use of twistor
spaces is that they are almost never of Ka¨hler type, even under strong vanishing assumptions for the
curvature of g. This defect can be quantified, at least for the natural metric on the twistor space
T(M, g, (I, J,K)), by the Kodaira-Spencer class. We now prove an intrinsic version of the previous
formula 3.1
Theorem 3.1. — Let (θ1, . . . , θ4n) be a local orthonormal frame of TM . The exterior derivative dW
of the Hermitian form W on the twistor space of a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, g, (I, J,K)) vanishes on
pure directional vectors except when evaluated on two horizontal vectors and one vertical vector. More
precisely then, for a vertical vector U ∈ V(m,u),
d′′W(m,u)(U
h,Hθai ,Hθaj ) = −2Ωu(κU (θai ), κU (θaj ))
where Ωu is the holomorphic symplectic (2, 0)-form on Xu := f
−1(u) and κU is a closed (0, 1)-form
on Xu with values in TXu that represents the Kodaira-Spencer class of the family f at u ∈ P1 in the
direction U .
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Proof. — We first follow [Huy03, proposition 25.7]. Consider a path γ(t) in the base P1 starting at
u = I say, with derivative U ∈ TP1. Over every point m ∈M , there is a vertical lift that we may write
as um(t) = Im + tUm + t
2 · · · . Note that Um is the derivative in the direction U , ϕ⋆(U) ∈ so(TmM),
of the map ϕ : π−1(m) → SO(TmM) that encodes the variation of complex structure on TmM . For
small t, we write T 0,1m Xum(t) as the graph of a map K(t) = tκU + t
2 · · · from T 0,1m Xu to T 1,0m Xu. Note
that κU seen as a (0, 1)-form on Xu with values on T
1,0Xu is closed by the integrability of T and has,
as cohomology class, the Kodaira-Spencer class {κU} ∈ H1(TXu). For a vector v ∈ T 0,1m Xu, we have
the relation um(t)(v + K(t)(v)) = −i(v + K(t)(v)) whose first order term gives Im(κU (v)) + Um(v) =
iκU (v) + Um(v) = −iκU(v). This shows that
ϕ⋆(U)(v) = Um(v) = −2iκU(v).
Now, note that, because the horizontal and the vertical distributions are integrable and horizontal lifts
commutes with vertical lifts, the brackets occurring in the following computations vanish
dW(U,Hθi,Hθj) = U ·W(Hθi,Hθj)
−W([Hθi,Hθj ], U)−W([U,Hθi],Hθj) +W([U,Hθj],Hθi)
= U · g(u(θi), θj)
so that
d′′W(Uh,Hθai ,Hθaj ) = g(ϕ⋆(U)(θai ), θaj ) = −2ig(κU(θai ), θaj )
= −2ωu(κU (θai ), θaj ) = −2Ωu(κU (θai ), κU (θaj )).
The last equality is proved in [Huy03].
3.3. Computations of id′d′′W. — We recall a formula for the hessian of the Hermitian form W
([KV98, section 8.4]). Our computations follow from the expression of the (1, 2)-part of the exterior
derivative dW.
idd′′W =
i
(1 + |ζ|2)2
(
− 2dζwI + 2iζdζwJ − 2ζdζwK
)
∧ dζ
−2 iζ
(1 + |ζ|2)3
(
− 2ζwI + i(1 + ζ2)wJ + (1− ζ2)wK
)
dζ ∧ dζ =W ∧ wP1
We get
Theorem 3.2. — The hessian id′d′′W of the Hermitian form of the Calabi family T(M, g, (I, J,K)) of
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, g, (I, J,K)) is given by
id′d′′W =W ∧ wP1 .
3.4. Pseudo convexity of the cycle space in the case of R4. — We first study, as an example,
the small deformations in a locally conformally flat situation.
The twistor space T(R4) of the flat Euclidean R4 is described as a complex manifold as the total space
of the rank two vector bundle O(1) ⊕O(1) on P1. The differentiable product structure is given by the
map
O(1)⊕O(1) ψ−→ C2 × P1
(aζ + b, cζ + d) 7−→ (z1, z2, ζ)
with

z1 =
cζ + d|ζ|2 + a+ bζ
1 + |ζ|2
z2 =
−aζ − b|ζ|2 + c+ dζ
1 + |ζ|2 .
Twistor fibres are given by z1 = constant and z2 = constant, that is c = −b and d = a. The cycle space
C1(T(R
4)) is simply the vector space H0(P1,O(1) ⊕ O(1)) of holomorphic sections. Irreducible cycles
are parametrised in the form (aζ + b, cζ + d). The volume function that can be computed as
V ol(P1)
(
1 +
|a− d|2 + |b+ c|2
4
)
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achieves its minimum for twistor lines. To compute the Hessian of the Hermitian form, we consider a
point s ∈ C1(T(R4)), where Cs is parametrised by (aζ+b, cζ+d). We consider a non-zero tangent vector
n = (αζ + β, γζ + δ) ∈ H0(P1,O(1)⊕O(1)) ≃ TsC1(T(R4)), whose norm is the flat Hermitian norm on
C2 (for which || ∂∂zi ||2= 12 ) of ψ⋆(n). Then theorem 3.2 gives :
id′d′′ V olC1(T)(Cs)(~n, ~n) = V ol(P
1)
|α|2 + |β|2 + |γ|2 + |δ|2
4
> 0
which is coherent with the former expression.
From the description of the twistor space of the conformally flat 4-sphere S4 = R4 ∪ {∞} as P3 and
of the cycle space as the grassmannian of lines in P3, we recover this strict pseudo-convexity by the
ampleness property of the Schubert divisor parametrising lines meeting the twistor line π−1(∞).
3.5. Convexity of the 1-cycle space. — Let (M, g, (I, J,K)) be a hyperka¨hler manifold and T =
T((M, g, (I, J,K))
f→ P1 its Calabi family. Let C01 (T) be the component of the Barlet cycle space of T
containing the twistor lines.
For every s = [Cs] ∈ C01 (T), we will identify a tangent vector ~n ∈ TsC01 (T) with a section n of the
normal sheaf NCs/T of the 1-cycle Cs in the twistor space T. The intersection number of a cycle Cs in
C01 (T ) with a fibre of f being constantly 1, we infer that every member Cs contains, outside an irreducible
section C′s of the pencil f , a finite number
∑
Hj of horizontal rational curves. The component C
′
s being
a section of f , there is an horizontal lifting n˜ of the normal section n, whose norm is simply denoted by
‖n‖.
Theorem 3.3. — The map V ol : C01 (T) → R is a continuous pluri-sub-harmonic exhaustion function.
In particular, the cycle space C01 (T) is pseudo-convex. More precisely,
id′d′′C0
1
(T) V ol(Cs)(~n, J~n) ≥
∫
C′s
‖n′‖2dvol ≥ 0 (1)
where C′s is the irreducible component of the cycle Cs that maps onto P
1 by the pencil map f .
Proof. — The volume function is gotten by integration of the Hermitian form W on the smooth part of
the cycles. It is well-defined by a theorem of Lelong [Lel57].
By definition, a continuous function φ on an analytic space Y is pluri-subharmonic if every point of
Y has a neighbourhood V that embeds in a complex ball B where the function φ can be extended as a
continuous pluri-sub-harmonic function. By a theorem of Fornaess-Narasimhan [FN80], the map φ is
pluri-sub-harmonic on Y if and only if for every holomorphic maps j : ∆ → Y from the unit disc to Y ,
the function φ ◦ j is pluri-sub-harmonic.
Choose a cycle C0, a tangent vector ~n ∈ T[C0]C01 (T), and a family
C
Π

Γ
// T
0 ∈ ∆
of cycles with this tangent vector ~n at the origin. Then,
id′d′′C0
1
(T) V ol(Cs)(~n, J~n) = id
′d′′ Π⋆Γ
⋆W(~n, J~n) = Π⋆Γ
⋆ id′d′′W(~n, J~n) ≥ 0.
by theorem 3.2
For the irreducible image C′s of a section σ : P
1 → T of the pencil f ,∫
C′s
Γ⋆ id′d′′W(~n, J~n) =
∫
P1
σ⋆ id′d′′W(n˜, Jn˜)
=
∫
C
id′d′′W(σ⋆
∂
∂ζ
, Jσ⋆
∂
∂ζ
, n˜, Jn˜)dλC(ζ)
where ζ is a complex coordinate on P1 and n˜ is any lifting of n under TT|Cs → NCs/T. For C′s is a section
of the map f , the composed map H|C′s →֒ TT|C′s → NC′s/T is an isomorphism and we can assume that the
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lifting n˜ lies in H|C′s . Hence, by theorem 3.2 only the vertical part ∂∂ζ of σ⋆ ∂∂ζ =
∑4n
i=1
∂
∂ζσi(ζ)
∂
∂xi
⊕ ∂∂ζ
contributes : ∫
C′s
Γ⋆ id′d′′W(~n, J~n) =
∫
C
id′d′′Wσ(ζ)(
∂
∂ζ
, J
∂
∂ζ
, n˜, Jn˜)dλC(ζ).
Theorem 3.2 gives
id′d′′Wσ(ζ)(
∂
∂ζ
, J
∂
∂ζ
, n˜, Jn˜)dλC(ζ) = ‖n‖2HdλP1(ζ).
As for the horizontal part Hj , using a parametrisation by P
1, we get∫
Hj
Γ⋆ id′d′′ V ol(~n, J~n) =
∫
P1
id′d′′W(h, Jh, n˜, Jn˜)
where h is horizontal and where n˜ is any lifting of n under TT|Cs → NCs/T. By the Ka¨hler property of
the fibres of f or by theorem 3.2, only the vertical part of the lifting is relevant, and this contributes
non-negatively to the hessian.
The map V ol being a continuous exhaustion [Lie78], we infer from its pluri-sub-harmonicity, that the
cycle space C01 (T) is pseudo-convex.
Remark 3.4. — The inequality (1) displays the fact that, because a non zero tangent vector ~n ∈
T0C
0
1 (T) can have zero component n
′ on the slanted component C′0, there can be compact families of
horizontal 1-cycles, as for example, in the Hilbert schemeHilbn(S) ⊃ Hilbn(C) = Pn of aK3 surface that
contains a smooth rational curve C. Nevertheless, in the case of K3 surfaces (n = 1), Verbitsky [Ver25]
proved that the component C01 (T) is in fact Stein.
4. Twistor spaces of 4-dimensional anti-self dual Riemannian manifolds
We consider in this whole section a 4-dimensional anti-self dual Riemannian manifold (M, g). Let
∇g be the Levi-Civita connection of (M, g), η its connection 1-form in a given frame with values in
so(TM) and R its curvature tensor defined by R(X,Y )Z := [∇gY ,∇gX ]Z + ∇g[X,Y ]Z. Recall that, with
these conventions R(X,Y ) = −(dη + η ∧ η)(X,Y ). As an endomorphism of ∧2 TM = ∧+⊕∧− its
decomposition is
R =
[
W+ + s12Id B
tB W− + s12Id
]
Here B :
{ ∧+ → ∧−∧− → ∧+ is the trace-free Ricci tensor. It vanishes for Einstein’s metrics. The operator
W = W+ +W−, called the Weyl operator, depends only on the conformal class of the Riemannian
metric g and s is the scalar curvature of g. By a fundamental theorem of [AHS78] the almost complex
structure J is integrable if and only if the metric g onM is anti-self-dual, that isW+ = 0. We will always
assume this. By the works of Trudinger, Aubin, and Schoen [Sch84] on Yamabe problem, when M is
compact, we will always choose a conformal representative of g with constant scalar curvature. This does
not change the isomorphism class of (T, J).
4.1. Properties of type and directional decompositions. —
Lemma 4.1. — Given a positively oriented orthonormal frame (θ1, . . . , θ4) on an open set U of M
1. for all (α, β) in
∧+
C
×∧−
C
, the matrix bracket [α, β] (in fact [φ−1(α), φ−1(β)]) vanishes.
2. θhj ∧ θhk ∈
∧+
C
and θaj ∧ θak ∈
∧+
C
3. θhi ∧ θaj ∈
∧−
C
⊕V ect(φ(u))C).
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Proof. — 1. Any endomorphism A ∈ φ−1(∧+) ⊂ so(4) coming from a bivector of norm √2 can be
described as the left multiplication by a quaternion with a quaternion q as the quaternion product
AX = q ·X , and likewise any B ∈ φ−1(∧−) coming from a bivector of norm √2 can be described
as the right multiplication by a quaternion. The result now follows from the associativity of the
quaternion algebra. More explicitly note that the family

θ1 ∧ θ2 + θ3 ∧ θ4
θ1 ∧ θ3 − θ2 ∧ θ4
θ1 ∧ θ4 + θ2 ∧ θ3
is a basis of
∧+ and
that

θ1 ∧ θ2 − θ3 ∧ θ4
θ1 ∧ θ3 + θ2 ∧ θ4
θ1 ∧ θ4 − θ2 ∧ θ3
is a basis of
∧−.
2. At a point p = (m,u), expanding we get
θhj ∧ θhk =
1
4
(θj − iuθj) ∧ (θk − iuθk)
=
1
4
(
θj ∧ θk − uθj ∧ uθk − i(θj ∧ uθk + uθj ∧ θk)
)
=
1
4
(Id− iu)(θj ∧ θk − uθj ∧ uθk) ∈
∧+
C
.
The relation θai ∧ θaj ∈
∧+
C
follows by conjugation.
3. Expanding again, we get
θhj ∧ θak =
1
4
(
θj ∧ θk + uθj ∧ uθk + i(θj ∧ uθk − uθj ∧ θk)
)
.
We then check
{
θj ∧ θk + uθj ∧ uθk ∈
∧−
C
⊕V ect(φ(u))
θj ∧ uθk − uθj ∧ θk ∈
∧−
C
⊕V ect(φ(u))
The data of a positively oriented orthonormal frame (θ1, . . . , θ4) on an open set U of M defines a
trivialisation T ⊃ π−1(U) ≃ U × S2. The local coordinates of a point p in T will be denoted by (m,u).
Because the fibre of π over a point m ∈M is {u ∈ SO(TmM)/u2 = −Id and u≫ 0}, the vertical space
Vp at a point p = (m,u) is given by
Vp = {A ∈ so(TmM)/Au+ uA = 0}.
Let A : U → so(TM) be a section of the bundle of anti-symmetric endomorphisms. We define Â :
π−1(U)→ TT to be the associated vertical vector field computed with matrix brackets
Â(p) = Â(m,u) = [u,A(m)] ∈ Vp.
Note that these special vectors generate the vertical directions.
Remark 4.2. — The first easy property of lemma 4.1 will hugely simplify the forthcoming computations.
For example, if A : U → so(TM) is a section and A+ : U → ∧+ its projection onto∧+ then the associated
vertical vector fields are equal Â = Â+. In particular, ̂R(θhi ∧ θhj ) = ̂(W+ + s12Id)(θhi ∧ θhj ). Similarly,
because B maps
∧+
to
∧−
, the vertical vector field B̂(u) vanishes. Hence, for the vertical vector field
̂B(θhi ∧ θaj ), only the component in
∧−
C
of the vector θhi ∧ θaj ∈
∧−
C
⊕V ect(u)C is relevant.
Let X : U → TM be a vector field on U . Its horizontal lifting H(X) is a basic vector field (i.e.
π⋆H(X) = X everywhere on π−1(U)). In terms of the local trivialisation π−1(U) ≃ U ×S2, the principal
bundle Pso(4) of positively oriented orthonormal frames of TM maps onto T by
Pso(4) → T
(m, (θ1, . . . , θ4)) 7→

(m,u) such that
Mat(u, (θ1, . . . , θ4)) = I =

0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
 .
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We infer that the horizontal lifted vector field H(X) reads
TT ⊃ Hp ∋ H(X) = X + η̂(X) ∈ TU ⊕ TS2.
4.2. Bracket computations. — The following bracket computations of basic vector fields will be
used again and again. We first discuss according to vertical and horizontal directions.
Lemma 4.3. — Given a positively oriented orthonormal frame (θ1, . . . , θ4) on an open set U of M and
two sections A and B of U → so(TM), the Lie brackets of the associated vector fields are computed by
[Â, B̂] = [̂A,B]
[H(θi), Â] = ̂(∇gθiA) + ̂[η(θi), A]
[H(θi),H(θj)] = H[θi, θj ] − ̂R(θi ∧ θj).
Proof. — At a point p = (m,u) of T,
1. [Â, B̂] = [[u,A] , [u,B]] = [[u,A] , B]−[[u,B] , A] = [u, [A,B]] . The map A 7→ Â is hence a morphism
of Lie algebras.
2. First note that, [θi, Â] = [θi, [u,A]] = [u,∇gθiA] = ∇̂
g
θi
A. Hence,
[H(θi), Â] = [θi + η̂(θi), Â] = ∇̂gθiA+ [ ̂η(θi), A].
3. The result derives from previous remarks
[H(θi),H(θj)] = [θi + η̂(θi), θj + η̂(θj)]
= [θi, θj ] + ̂∇gθiη(θj)− ̂∇
g
θj
η(θi) + [η̂(θi), η̂(θj)]
= [θi, θj ] + ̂dη(θi, θj) + ̂η([θi.θj ]) + ̂[η(θi), η(θj)]
= [θi, θj ] + ̂η([θi.θj ]) +
̂(
dη + η ∧ η
)
(θi, θj)
= H[θi, θj ]− ̂R(θi ∧ θj).
Remark 4.4. — This last relation shows that the curvature R accounts for the lack of integrability of
the horizontal distribution H.
We now discuss adding type considerations. In the next lemma, the exponent t denotes either types
h or a.
Lemma 4.5. — For every vertical vector field U on T, the following commutation relations hold
1. H[Hθi, U ] = 0 and H[JHθi, U ] = −U(Hθi)
2. [Hθi, JU ] = J[Hθi, U ] and V [JHθi, JU ] = JV [JHθi, U ]
3. H[Hθhi , U t] = i2U t(Hθti) and H[Hθai , U t] = − i2U t(Hθti)
4. [Hθi, U t] = [Hθi, U ]t and V [JHθi, U t] = (V [JHθi, U ])t.
Proof. — We use the notations of lemma 4.3. In order to get the first equality, simply note that for
any smooth function f , using the previous lemma and the properties of the Lie brackets, the vector field
[Hθi, fÂ] is vertical. The second computation hence reduces to
H[JHθi, U ] = H[H(
∑
ujiθj), U ]
= −
∑
(U · uji)Hθj = −
∑
UjiHθj := −U(Hθi).
Use the bracket linearity to get H[Hθhi , U ] = i2U(Hθi) = −H[Hθai , U ]. Note that this is a tensor in U so
that in particular,
H[Hθhi , Ua] =
i
2
Ua(Hθi) = i
2
Id+ iJ
2
Ua(Hθi) = i
2
Ua(Hθai ).
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The third formula follows from the fact that the parallel transport along horizontal directions respect
the canonical metric and the orientation of the fibres, hence the vertical complex structures. The forth
follows from the fact that V [Hθi, JU ] = JV [Hθi, U ] is a tensor in θi.
The last four follow by linearity.
Remark 4.6. — The formula H[JHθi, U ] = −U(Hθi) can be made more intrinsic by considering the
map ϕ : π−1(m)→ SO(TmM) that encodes the variation of complex structure on TmM . We find
π⋆[JHθi, U ] = −ϕ⋆(U)(θi).
4.3. Computations of dW and d′W. — Let W = G(J·, ·) be the Hermitian form on the twistor
space T. Its exterior derivative is given by the following
Proposition 4.7. — The exterior derivative dW of the Hermitian form W on the twistor space T of
an anti-self dual Riemannian 4-manifold (M, g) vanishes on pure directional (i.e. horizontal or vertical)
vectors except when evaluated on two horizontal vectors and one vertical vector. More precisely then,
∀X,Y ∈ TM, ∀U ∈ V dW(U,HX,HY ) = G
( ̂
(
1
2
Id−R)(X ∧ Y ), JU
)
.
Proof. — The results of this proposition are well known and can be found for example in [dBN98]. The
usual formula for the exterior derivatives of a 2-form reduces here by orthogonality using the bracket
computations of lemma 4.3 to
dW(U,Hθi,Hθj) = U ·W(Hθi,Hθj)−W
(
[Hθi,Hθj ], U
)
= U · g(u(θi), θj) +G
(
[Hθi,Hθj ], JU
)
= −Uij − G
(
̂R(θi ∧ θj), JU
)
.
choosing vertical coordinates (uij) such that u(θj) =
∑
uijθi. Now set E = θi ∧ θj . From the definition
of G, and the property uU = −Uu of the vertical vector Uone has
G(θ̂i ∧ θj , JU) = −1/2tr
(
(uE − Eu)uU
)
= −1/2tr(uEuU)− 1/2tr(EU) (2)
= −tr(EU) = −2Uij.
It remains to check the vanishing of all the other pure directional components. As the fibres are of real
dimension two, the 3-form dW restricts to zero on fibres. Let A,B : M → so(TM) be two sections. In
normal coordinates at the centre of which the connection 1-form η vanishes
dW(Hθi, Â, B̂) = Hθi ·W(Â, B̂)−W
(
[Hθi, Â], B̂
)
+W
(
[Hθi, B̂], Â
)
= θi ·W(Â, B̂)−W
(
∇̂gθiA, B̂
)
+W
(
∇̂gθiB, Â
)
= W
(
∇̂gθiA, B̂
)
+W
(
Â, ∇̂gθiB
)
−W
(
∇̂gθiA, B̂
)
+W
(
∇̂gθiB, Â
)
= 0.
Finally for a triple of horizontal lifts, still with normal coordinates,
dW(Hθi,Hθj,Hθk) = Hθi ·W(Hθj ,Hθk)−Hθj ·W(Hθi,Hθk)
+Hθk ·W(Hθi,Hθj)−W([Hθi,Hθj ],Hθk)
+W([Hθi,Hθk],Hθj)−W([Hθj ,Hθk],Hθi)
= θi · g(uθj , θk)− θj · g(uθi, θk)
+θk · g(uθi, θj)− g(u[θi, θj ], θk)
+g(u[θi, θk], θj)− g(u[θj, θk], θi) = 0
for θi · u = 0 and for all the remaining quantities can be expressed in terms of ∇gθaθb = 0 only.
This result leads to an expression for the (2, 1)-part d′W of dW.
Proposition 4.8. — For all vertical vectors U , one has
12
1. d′W(Ua,Hθhi ,Hθhj ) = (
s
6
− 1)Uaij.
2. d′W(Uh,Hθhi ,Hθaj ) = −iG
(
̂B(θhi ∧ θaj ), Uh
)
.
Proof. — 1. Because θhi ∧ θhj =
1
4
(Id− iu)(θi ∧ θj − uθi ∧ uθj) belongs to
∧+
C
we infer by lemma 4.1
d′W(Ua, θ̂hi , θ̂
h
j ) =
1
4G
(
̂(12Id−R)(Id− iu)(θi ∧ θj − uθi ∧ uθj), JUa
)
= 14G
(
̂(12 − s12 )(Id − iu)(θi ∧ θj − uθi ∧ uθj), JUa
)
for W+ = 0
= 12 (
1
2 − s12 )G
(
Id−iJ
2
̂(θi ∧ θj − uθi ∧ uθj), JUa
)
= 12 (
1
2 − s12 )G
(
̂(θi ∧ θj − uθi ∧ uθj), Id+iJ2 JUa
)
= 14 (1 − s6 )G
(
̂(θi ∧ θj − uθi ∧ uθj), JUa
)
.
But we already found in 2 that G(θ̂i ∧ θj, JU) = −2Uij. Writing uθi =
∑
ukiθk, we find
G( ̂uθi ∧ uθj, JU) = −2ukiuljUkl = 2(uUu)ij = 2Uij
that leads to d′W(Ua, θ̂hi , θ̂
h
j ) = (
s
6 − 1)Uaij .
2. Because θhi ∧ θaj belongs to
∧−
C
⊕V ect(u), we infer by lemma 4.1 on the one hand ̂R(θhi ∧ θaj ) =
̂B(θhi ∧ θaj ) and on the other hand θ̂hi ∧ θaj = 0. This gives
d′W(Uh, θ̂hi , θ̂
a
j ) = G
( ̂
(
1
2
Id−R)(θhi ∧ θaj ), JUh
)
= −iG
(
̂B(θhi ∧ θaj ), Uh
)
.
Corollary 4.9. — The form W is Ka¨hler if and only if R|∧+ = 1
2
Id∧+ .
Proof. — The vanishing dW = 0 gives B = 0 (cf ii) and s/12 = 1/2 (cf. i). The converse is straightfor-
ward.
Remark 4.10. — This is the case for the round sphere S4 and the projective space CP 2 with a Fubini-
Study metric. More generally, Hitchin [Hit81] actually proved that these are the only compact Ka¨hler
twistor spaces.
4.4. Computation of id′d′′W. — In this subsection, we will compute the real 4-form id′′d′W = idd′W
of type (2, 2). We will express its values on pure directional vectors. This theorem accounts for the main
features we found.
Theorem 4.11. — The hessian id′d′′W of the Hermitian form W on the twistor space T(M, g) of an
anti-self dual Riemannian 4-manifold (M, g) with constant scalar curvature s is given on pure directions
and pure types by the following formulae where Hθi are basic horizontal lifts and Ui vertical vectors,
1.
id′d′′W(Uh1 , U
h
2 , U
a
3 , U
a
4 ) = 0
2.
id′d′′W(Uh1 , U
h
2 , U
a
3 ,Hθai ) = id′d′′W(Hθhi , Uh3 , Ua1 , Ua2 ) = 0
3.
id′d′′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua1 , Ua2 ) = id′d′′W(Uh1 , Uh2 ,Hθai ,Hθaj ) = 0
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4.
id′d′′W
(
Hθhi , Uh1 ,Hθaj , Ua2
)
= −Ua2 ·G
(
̂B(θhi ∧ θaj ), Uh1
)
− i
2
Ua2 mjG
(
̂B(θam ∧ θhi ), Uh1
)
+
1
2
(
s
6
− 1)(Ua2 .Uh1 )ij (3)
5.
id′d′′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua,Hθak) = id′d′′W(Uh,Hθhk ,Hθai ,Hθaj ) = 0
6.
id′d′′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj ,Hθak,Hθal ) = G
(
̂B(θhj ∧ θal ), ̂B(θhi ∧ θak)
)
−G
(
̂B(θhi ∧ θal ), ̂B(θhj ∧ θak)
)
−i(s
6
− 1) s
12
(θ̂ak ∧ θal )aij . (4)
Proof. — 1. reflects the facts that the vertical distribution is integrable and that the metric on the
fibres is Ka¨hler.
2. The non vanishing of d′W requires two horizontal vectors. The integrability of the vertical distri-
bution hence shows the results.
3. By the usual formula for the exterior derivative, omitting zero terms, we get
d′′d′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua1 , Ua2 )
= Ua1 · d′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua2 )− Ua2 · d′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua1 )
−d′W([Ua1 , Ua2 ],Hθhi ,Hθhj )
+d′W([Hθhi , Ua1 ],Hθhj , Ua2 )− d′W([Hθhi , Ua2 ],Hθhj , Ua1 )
+d′W([Hθhj , Ua1 ],Hθhi , Ua2 )− d′W([Hθhj , Ua2 ],Hθhi , Ua1 ).
From proposition 4.8 and lemma 4.5, we infer that the terms
d′W([Hθhi , Ua1 ],Hθhj , Ua2 ) = d′W(H[Hθhi , Ua1 ]h,Hθhj , Ua2 ) in the last two lines vanishes for type rea-
son. As the scalar curvature is constant, the proposition 4.8 leads to
Ua1 .d
′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua2 )− Ua2 .d′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua1 )− d′W([Ua1 , Ua2 ],Hθhi ,Hθhj )
= (
s
6
− 1)
(
Ua1 .(U
a
2 )ij − Ua2 .(Ua1 )ij − [Ua1 , Ua2 ]ij
)
= 0
The second equality follows by conjugation.
4. By the usual formula for the exterior derivative, omitting zero terms, we get
d′′d′W
(
Hθhi , Uh1 ,Hθaj , Ua2
)
= Ua2 · d′W
(
Uh1 ,Hθhi ,Hθaj
)
− d′W
(
[Hθhi , Ua2 ], Uh1 ,Hθaj
)
−d′W
(
[Hθaj , Ua2 ],Hθhi , Uh1
)
+ d′W
(
[Hθaj , Uh1 ],Hθhi , Ua2
)
= −iUa2 ·G
(
̂B(θhi ∧ θaj ), Uh1
)
− d′W
(
H[Hθhi , Ua2 ]h, Uh1 ,Hθaj
)
−d′W
(
H[Hθaj , Ua2 ]a,Hθhi , Uh1
)
+ d′W
(
H[Hθaj , Uh1 ]h,Hθhi , Ua2
)
.
From lemma 4.5, we infer that the second term vanishes for type reasons, and that for the third
term H[Hθaj , Ua2 ] = −
i
2
Ua2 mjHθam. Hence
−d′W
(
[Hθaj , Ua2 ],Hθhi , Uh1
)
=
1
2
Ua2 mjG
(
̂B(θam ∧ θhi ), Uh1
)
.
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From lemma 4.5, we infer that for the forth term H[Hθaj , Uh1 ] = −
i
2
Uh1 mjHθhm. Hence,
d′W
(
[Hθaj , Uh1 ],Hθhi , Ua2
)
= − i
2
d′W
(
Uh1 mjHθhm,Hθhi , Ua2
)
= − i
2
(
s
6
− 1)Uh1 mjUa2 mi =
i
2
(
s
6
− 1)(Ua2Uh1 )ij .
5. Still from the formula of the exterior derivative
d′′d′W
(
Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua,Hθak
)
= −Hθak.d′W
(
Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua
)
+ d′W
(
V [Hθak, Ua],Hθhi ,Hθhj
)
+d′W
(
V [Hθhi , Ua],Hθhj ,Hθak
)
− d′W
(
V [Hθhj , Ua],Hθhi ,Hθak
)
+d′W
(
H[Hθhj ,Hθak],Hθhi , Ua
)
− d′W
(
H[Hθhi ,Hθak ],Hθhj , Ua
)
.
From proposition 4.8 we can write
Hθak.d′W
(
Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua
)
= Hθak.
(
(
s
6
− 1)Uaij
)
= Hθak.
(
(
s
6
− 1)Uaij
)
= 0
computed in normal coordinates centred at a point m. In such coordinates, we can choose U = Â
with furthermore ∇gθiA = 0 at m. By lemma 4.5, V [Hθhk , Ua] = (V [Hθhk , U ])a = ( ̂(∇
g
θk
A) +
̂[η(θk), A])
a = 0. Now, the vanishing of the third and forth terms, follows from lemma 4.5, after
which V [Hθhi , Ua] is of type (0, 1). Still at the centrem of normal coordinates , we haveH[θ̂hi , θ̂ak] = 0
because [θi, θj] = ∇gθiθj −∇
g
θj
θi = 0. As Hθi · u = 0, we conclude H[θ̂hj , θ̂ak] = 0.
6. Again from the formula of the exterior derivative and from 4.8
d′′d′W
(
Hθhi ,Hθhj ,Hθak ,Hθal
)
= d′W
(
[Hθhi ,Hθak ],Hθhj ,Hθal
)
+ d′W
(
[Hθhj ,Hθal ],Hθhi ,Hθak
)
−d′W
(
[Hθhj ,Hθak],Hθhi ,Hθal
)
− d′W
(
[Hθhi ,Hθal ],Hθhj ,Hθak
)
−d′W
(
[Hθak,Hθal ],Hθhi ,Hθhj
)
.
As θhi ∧ θak belongs to
∧−
C
⊕V ect(u) and V [Hθhi ,Hθak] is a tensor, we find [Hθhi ,Hθak]V =
− ̂R(θhi ∧ θak) = − ̂B(θhi ∧ θak) using lemma 4.1. This leads to
d′W
(
[Hθhi ,Hθak],Hθhj ,Hθal
)
+ d′W
(
[Hθhj ,Hθal ],Hθhi ,Hθak
)
= −d′W
(
̂B(θhi ∧ θak)h,Hθhj ,Hθal
)
− d′W
(
̂B(θhj ∧ θal )h,Hθhi ,Hθak
)
= iG
(
̂B(θhj ∧ θal ), ̂B(θhi ∧ θak)h
)
+ iG
(
̂B(θhi ∧ θak), ̂B(θhj ∧ θal )h
)
= iG
(
̂B(θhj ∧ θal )a, ̂B(θhi ∧ θak)h
)
+ iG
(
̂B(θhi ∧ θak)a, ̂B(θhj ∧ θal )h
)
= iG
(
̂B(θhj ∧ θal ), ̂B(θhi ∧ θak)
)
.
where we used the orthogonality of two (1, 0) vectors. For the last term, as θak ∧ θal belongs to
∧+
C
we find V [Hθak,Hθal ] = − ̂R(θak ∧ θal ) = −
s
12
θ̂ak ∧ θal . Finally,
−d′W
(
[Hθak ,Hθal ],Hθhi ,Hθhj
)
= −d′W
(
V [Hθak,Hθal ]a,Hθhi ,Hθhj
)
= (
s
6
− 1) s
12
(θ̂ak ∧ θal )aij .
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A detailed analysis of parts (3) and (4) shows that the twistor construction here does not provide
examples of manifolds (X,ω) strong KT without ω being Ka¨hler. We recover a version of the result of
Verbitsky ([Ver25, corollary 3.4]).
Corollary 4.12. — The form W is id′d′′-closed if and only if it is d-closed if and only if s = 6.
4.5. Convexity of the 1-cycle space. — In the case of Einstein manifolds, the trace-free Ricci tensor
B vanishes so that only parts (3) and (4) occur. We first study the sign of part (3). At the point (m, I),
a vertical vector U writes U = aJ + bK so that UaUh = 14 (U + iIU)(U − iIU) = − 12 (a2 + b2)(Id+ iI).
The sign of id′d′′W
(
Hθhj , Uh,Hθaj , Ua
)
is hence the sign opposite to that of
s
6
− 1.
For part (4), a simple computation, using that the anti-symmetric endomorphism associated with
θak ∧ θl sends θk on θl and θl on −θk, leads to (θ̂ak ∧ θal )akl = i2 (1− u2kl) > 0, so that the sign of part (4) is
that of ( s6 − 1) s12 .
We find, using [Bar78, proposition 1] as a general argument to get the pluri-sub-harmonicity from
the semi-positivity of the hessian of W,
Corollary 4.13. — The hessian id′d′′W of the Hermitian form W on the twistor space T = T(M, g) of
an anti-self dual Einstein 4-manifold (M, g) with non-positive constant scalar curvature s is semi-positive.
If furthermore M is compact, the volume function on the 1-cycle space is a continuous pluri-sub-harmonic
exhaustion function.
5. Twistor spaces of quaternionic Ka¨hler manifolds
In this section, (M, g,D) will be a quaternionic Ka¨hler 4n-manifold with constant scalar curvature s.
5.1. Computations of dW and d′W. — We begin with the exterior derivative of the natural Hermi-
tian form.
Proposition 5.1. — The exterior derivative dW of the Hermitian form W on the twistor space T of the
quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold (M, g,D) vanishes on pure directional (i.e. horizontal or vertical) vectors
except when evaluated on two horizontal vectors and one vertical vector. More precisely for all X,Y in
TM and U in V
dW(U,HX,HY ) = G
( ̂
(
1
2
Id−R)(X ∧ Y ), JU
)
=
(
1− s
n(n+ 2)
)
G(UX, Y )
where R denotes the curvature of the restriction of the Levi-Civita connection to the rank three sub-
bundle D.
Proof. — Over a open set U of M trivialising T = T(M, g,D) → M , the lifting of a vector field X on
M reads
TT ∋ H(X) = X + η̂(X) ∈ H⊕ V .
The first equality is hence a formal analog of proposition 4.7.
We choose a point (m, I) in the twistor space T. Every vertical vector U is of the form U = aJ + bK
and hence JU = IU = −bJ + aK, where (I, J,K) is a direct orthogonal basis of D of vectors of norm 2.
Recall now
Lemma 5.2. — ([Bes87, lemma 14.40]) For all vectors (X,Y ) ∈ TM , with c = s2n(n+2) the following
holds
[I, R(X ∧ Y )] = −γ(X,Y )J + β(X,Y )K
[J,R(X ∧ Y )] = γ(X,Y )I − α(X,Y )K
[K,R(X ∧ Y )] = −β(X,Y )I + α(X,Y )J
where

α(X,Y ) = cg(IX, Y )
β(X,Y ) = cg(JX, Y )
γ(X,Y ) = cg(KX,Y ).
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Note that α(X,Y ) = 2n+2r(IX, Y ) =
2
n+2
s
4ng(IX, Y ) = cg(IX, Y ). This lemma encodes the Einstein
property of the metric g and simplifies the previous expression. In fact, ̂R(X,Y ) =
[
I, R(X,Y )
]
=
−cg(KX,Y )J + cg(JX, Y )K. Then,
G
(
̂R(X,Y ), JU
)
= 2bcg(KX,Y ) + 2acg(JX, Y ))
= 2cG
(
(aJ + bK)X,Y
)
=
s
n(n+ 2)
G(UX, Y ).
A formula analog to formula 2 gives the value G(X̂ ∧ Y , JU) = −2g(X,UY ) = 2g(UX, Y ), we conclude
G
(
̂(12Id−R)(X ∧ Y ), JU
)
=
(
1− s2n(n+2)
)
G(UX, Y ).
It then follows by linearity and anti-commutation UJ = −JU , that the (2, 1)-part of the exterior
derivative of W reads
Proposition 5.3. — For a vertical vector U ∈ V, and an orthonormal frame (θi) of TM ,
1. d′W(Ua,Hθhi ,Hθhj ) = −
(
1− s
n(n+ 2)
)
Uaij
2. d′W(Uh,Hθhi ,Hθaj ) = 0.
5.2. Computation of id′d′′W. — The previous paragraph showed that for quaternion Ka¨hler mani-
folds, the computations follows the lines of the 4 dimension Einstein case (with vanishing trace-free Ricci
operator B). We find
Theorem 5.4. — The hessian id′d′′W of the Hermitian form W on the twistor space T = T(M, g,D) of
a quaternionic Ka¨hler 4n-manifold (M, g,D) with constant scalar curvature s is given on pure directions
and pure types by the following formulae where Hθi are basic horizontal lifts and Ui vertical vectors,
1.
id′d′′W(Uh1 , U
h
2 , U
a
3 , U
a
4 ) = 0
2.
id′d′′W(Uh1 , U
h
2 , U
a
3 ,Hθai ) = id′d′′W(Hθhi , Uh3 , Ua1 , Ua2 ) = 0
3.
id′d′′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua1 , Ua2 ) = id′d′′W(Uh1 , Uh2 ,Hθai ,Hθaj ) = 0
4.
id′d′′W
(
Hθhi , Uh1 ,Hθaj , Ua2
)
=
1
2
(
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1)(Ua2 .Uh1 )ij (5)
5.
id′d′′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj , Ua,Hθak) = id′d′′W(Uh,Hθhk ,Hθai ,Hθaj ) = 0
6.
id′d′′W(Hθhi ,Hθhj ,Hθak ,Hθal ) = −i(
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1)( ̂R(θak ∧ θal ))aij (6)
= −i( s
n(n+ 2)
− 1) s
2n(n+ 2)
(θ̂ak ∧ θal )aij .
As in the previous setting,
Corollary 5.5. — The form W is id′d′′-closed if and only if it is d-closed if and only if s = n(n+ 2).
Proof. — At a point (m, I) for U = J , one has Ua =
J + iK
2
and Uh =
J − iK
2
so that UaUh =
−Id+ iI
2
6= 0. It follows from the identity (5) that id′d′′W
(
Hθhi , Uh1 ,Hθaj , Ua2
)
vanishes for all ij if
and only if s = n(n+ 2).
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5.3. Convexity of the 1-cycle space. — We study the signs of non-zero terms. We first study
the sign of part (6). At the point (m, I), a vertical vector U writes U = aJ + bK so that UaUh =
1
4 (U + iIU)(U − iIU) = − 12 (a2 + b2)(Id+ iI). Hence, (UaUh)jj = − 12 (a2 + b2) = − 14‖U‖2 = − 12‖Uh‖2.
The sign of
id′d′′W
(
Hθhj , Uh,Hθaj , Ua
)
=
1
2
(
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1)(Ua.Uh)jj
= −1
4
(
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1)‖Uh‖2
= −1
2
(
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1)‖θhj ‖2‖Uh‖2
is hence the sign opposite to that of
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1.
To study the sign of part (5), we have to again make use of the fundamental lemma 5.2
̂R(θaj ∧ θak) =
[
I, R(θai ∧ θaj )
]
= −cg(Kθaj , θak)J + cg(Jθaj , θak)K
=
1
4
(
−cg
(
K(θj + iIθj), θk + iIθk
)
J + cg
(
J(θj + iIθj), θk + iIθk
)
K
)
=
c
2
(Kjk + iJjk)J − 2(Jjk − iKjk)K
So, ̂R(θaj ∧ θak)jk =
ic
2
(J2jk +K
2
jk). It follows that
id′d′′W(Hθhj ,Hθhk ,Hθaj ,Hθak) = −i(
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1) ̂R(θaj , θak)jk
=
c
2
(
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1)(J2jk +K2jk)
=
1
2
(
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1) s
2n(n+ 2)
(J2jk +K
2
jk).
So, the sign of part (5) is that the sign of (
s
n(n+ 2)
− 1) s
2n(n+ 2)
.
In the case of non-positive scalar curvature, we get the
Corollary 5.6. — The hessian id′d′′W of the Hermitian form W on the twistor space T = T(M, g,D)
of a quaternionic Ka¨hler 4n-manifold (M, g,D) with non-positive constant scalar curvature s is semi-
positive. If furthermore M is compact, the volume function on the 1-cycle space is a continuous pluri-
sub-harmonic exhaustion function.
In the case of vanishing scalar curvature we recover the formula of theorem 3.2
id′d′′W
(
Hθhj , Uh,Hθaj , Ua
)
=
1
2
‖θhj ‖2‖Uh‖2
up to the factor 12 that accounts for the change of the radius of the vertical spheres from 1 to
√
2.
In the case of positive scalar curvature, our considerations are compatible with the compacity of the
cycle space. Moreover, we find that there is exactly one way of adjusting the volume (i.e. the scalar
curvature) of the base manifold in order to make the volume function constant.
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